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Abstract

The energy deposition from ring current ions into the high density ‘cold’ plasma of the ionosphere and plasmasphere is analyzed,

based on a Comprehensive Inner Magnetosphere-Ionosphere (CIMI) simulation of the 2015 October 7 storm. In addition, the

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Sami3 is Also a Model of the Ionosphere (SAMI3) ionosphere/plasmasphere code is used to

simulate the effect of ring current heating on the ionosphere and plasmasphere. We find that, during stormtime peaks in the

Dst index, energy is deposited at altitudes as low as 100 km. Heating along the entirety of any given field line, both in the

ionosphere and plasmasphere, contributes to increased temperatures in the topside ionosphere and inner magnetosphere and to

subsequent cold O$ˆ+$ outflows. However, relative to the heating of the plasmasphere, the direct heating of the ionosphere

by ring current ions produces only small effects. Model-data agreement in the N$ˆ+$/O$ˆ+$ density ratio shows that these

O$ˆ+$ outflows are driven by thermal forcing.
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Key Points:7

• CIMI-computed ring current heating is coupled into SAMI3 to drive a simulation8

of the stormtime ionosphere and plasmasphere.9

• Simulated ring current is shown to directly heat both the plasmasphere and iono-10

sphere.11

• A simulation with ring current heating at plasmasphere heights produces elevated12

stormtime ionosphere temperatures similar to observations.13
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Abstract14

The energy deposition from ring current ions into the high density ‘cold’ plasma of the15

ionosphere and plasmasphere is analyzed, based on a Comprehensive Inner Magnetosphere-16

Ionosphere (CIMI) simulation of the 2015 October 7 storm. In addition, the Naval Re-17

search Laboratory (NRL) Sami3 is Also a Model of the Ionosphere (SAMI3) ionosphere/plasmasphere18

code is used to simulate the effect of ring current heating on the ionosphere and plas-19

masphere. We find that, during stormtime peaks in the Dst index, energy is deposited20

at altitudes as low as 100 km. Heating along the entirety of any given field line, both21

in the ionosphere and plasmasphere, contributes to increased temperatures in the top-22

side ionosphere and inner magnetosphere and to subsequent cold O+ outflows. However,23

relative to the heating of the plasmasphere, the direct heating of the ionosphere by ring24

current ions produces only small effects. Model-data agreement in the N+/O+ density25

ratio shows that these O+ outflows are driven by thermal forcing.26

Plain Language Summary27

When the solar wind encounters Earth’s magnetosphere, a geomagnetic storm can28

result. These storms generate a ’ring current’ in the inner magnetosphere. This current,29

carried by high energy oxygen and hydrogen ions, overlaps with the plasmasphere, a back-30

ground plasma (mainly hydrogen ions) held in place by Earth’s geomagnetic field. We31

find that the ring current also overlaps with the near-Earth ionosphere. In previous work,32

we showed that, when the background plasma is heated by the ring current, oxygen ions33

flow upward along the geomagnetic field, producing a ‘heavy ion’ population (the O+
34

shell) that has been observed. We now focus on the direct heating of the ionosphere by35

the ring current, versus the indirect effect where energy deposited into the higher alti-36

tude plasmasphere is conducted down to the ionosphere by electrons moving along the37

geomagnetic field. We find that observed stormtime ionosphere temperature increases38

can be explained by the heat conduction effect. Direct heating of the ionosphere by the39

ring current does occur during the peak of the storm, but that occurs after the ionosphere40

is already affected by heat conduction.41

1 Introduction42

Numerical simulations (Fok et al., 1993; Liemohn et al., 2000; Krall et al., 2020;43

Krall & Huba, 2021) suggest that stormtime ring current heating of plasmasphere and44

ionosphere electrons (Cole, 1965; R. Comfort, 1996) is a viable mechanism for heating45

and outflow of O+ (Roberts et al., 1987; Nosé et al., 2011), subsequent formation of the46

the O+ shell, also known as the O+ torus, and stormtime elevation of ionosphere elec-47

tron and ion temperatures (Pavlov & Buonsanto, 1997; Liu et al., 2016). By ‘O+ shell’48

we refer a stormtime cold O+ ion population in the inner magnetosphere. When observed49

with instrumentation that measures plasmasphere ion composition, the O+ shell has been50

found “in the outer plasmasphere” (Chappell, 1982), where it is associated with struc-51

tured increases in electron temperature (Horwitz et al., 1986, see Fig. 10). When observed52

via electron and mass density measurements, the O+ shell is clearly evident outside of53

the plasmapause, where the average mass clearly exceeds that of the light ions, H+ and54

He+ (Takahashi et al., 2008; Nosé et al., 2011, 2018). Both the plasmasphere and the55

O+ shell are cold ion populations in the sense that they are thermal populations with56

typical ion energies too low to routinely overcome spacecraft charging and be directly57

detected in situ. Nevertheless, ‘cold’ plasmasphere ion and electron temperatures com-58

monly approch or exceed 1 eV. We use the term O+ shell (see also Horwitz et al., 1986),59

because the O+ density resembles an L-shell, where L is the McIlwain parameter (McIlwain,60

1961), with L varying somewhat versus magnetic local time (MLT).61

The aim of this study is to further explore the deposition of energy, by ring cur-62

rent ions, into the plasmasphere and ionosphere. We revisit the 2015 October 7 (day 280)63
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Figure 1. (a–c) CIMI model output showing the log of the field-line-integrated electron heat-

ing rate, at selected times, plotted as color contours in the magnetic equatorial plane. (d–f) field-

line integration of the model ring current heating function of Krall et al. (2020). A single contour

line in panels (a–c) and (d–f) indicates plasmasphere electron density ne = 100 cm−3 computed

by CIMI or SAMI3, respectively. (g) Kp and (h) Dst geomagnetic indices, which peak on day

280 (7 October) of 2015. Each column corresponds to a time marked by a vertical dashed line

in panel (h). The heating rate of panels (a–c) will be used below in the ‘CIMI Heat’ simulation

case; panels (d–f) correspond to the ‘Direct Heat’ case.
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geomagnetic storm, using the CIMI (Comprehensive Inner Magnetosphere-Ionosphere)64

model (Fok et al., 2014) to compute ring current heating [see Figure 1(a–c)]. In the next65

section, we analyze these CIMI calculations to show that the simulated energy losses from66

the ring current to background electrons includes direct heating of ionosphere electrons67

by ring current ions via Coulomb collisions. This is followed by simulations, using the68

SAMI3 (Sami3 is Also a Model of the Ionosphere) ionosphere/plasmasphere model (Huba69

et al., 2000; Huba & Krall, 2013; Huba et al., 2017). In these simulations we address the70

effect of the direct heating of the ionosphere by ring current ions and, further, present71

a simulation in which the CIMI-computed heating rate is interpolated onto the SAMI372

grid. We performed four SAMI3 runs: one with the Krall et al. (2020) model heating func-73

tion (here the ionosphere is directly heated), one with the model heating applied only74

at altitudes z > RE/2, one with the CIMI-computed heating interpolated to the SAMI375

grid, and one with no ring-current heating. We will refer to these four cases, respectively,76

as the Direct Heat, Indirect Heat, CIMI Heat, and No Heat cases.77

The present study is new in the sense that we visualize, for the first time, the en-78

ergy deposited by the ring current into both the ionosphere and the plasmasphere. Fur-79

ther, we evaluate the importance, if any, of the direct heating of ionosphere electrons by80

ring current ions. We further examine the effect of CIMI-computed heating rates on the81

SAMI3 model ionosphere and plasmasphere. Finally, based on general agreement between82

simulated and observed N+/O+ density ratios, we argue that we have correctly identi-83

fied a thermal energization mechanism for these heavy ion outflows.84

2 CIMI modeling of the ring current85

The CIMI model (Fok et al., 2014), which is based on the earlier Comprehensive86

Ring Current Model (Fok et al., 2001; Buzulukova et al., 2010), self-consistently solves87

the bounce-averaged Boltzmann convection-diffusion equation for ring current particles88

O+ and H+. The CIMI code computes ring current energy losses via Coulomb collisions89

between energetic ions and cold background plasmasphere electrons. The CIMI plasma-90

sphere, computed using the dynamic global core plasmasphere model (Ober et al., 1997),91

is indicated by a white contour line at ne = 100 cm−3 in Figure 1(a–c). These simu-92

lations suggest that ring current energy lost to the plasmasphere and ionosphere is a sign-93

ficant effect. It occurs despite the fact that the overlap between the ring current and the94

plasmasphere is relatively small; the bulk of the ring current lies outside of the plasma-95

pause (Gringauz, 1983; Kozyra et al., 1997; Burch et al., 2001; Gurgiolo et al., 2005). Be-96

cause the energy losses are dominated by electron Coulomb collisions (Fok et al., 1995),97

we focus on this dominant mechanism.98

The electron heating from a CIMI simulation of days 279 through 281 of 2015 is99

shown in Figure 1 (a–c) as contours of the logarithm of the field-line integrated heating100

rate, plotted in the plane of the magnetic equator and in Figure 2 (a–d) as contours of101

the logarithm of the heating rate, plotted in a plane of fixed longitude. In Figure 2 (a–102

d), the CIMI-computed ring current energy loss rate is interpolated onto the SAMI3 grid103

in magnetic coordinates. This is the heating rate that will be applied to electrons in the104

‘CIMI heat’ simulation presented below. Figure 2(b) shows that CIMI-simulated Coulomb105

collisions between ring current ions and cold electrons occur at ionosphere altitudes, but106

only during the peak of the storm. Specifically panel (b) occurs during the first peak of107

the storm, marked by the second dashed verical line in Figure 1(h). Addtional plots, not108

shown, verify that direct heating of the ionosphere also occurs during the main peak of109

the storm (Day 280, 2300 UT). That is, CIMI model ring current ions lose energy to back-110

ground electrons at ionosphere heights.111

–4–
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Figure 2. The log of the heating rate for ionosphere/plasmasphere electrons, caused by

Coulomb collisions, plotted versus latitude and altitude at fixed longitude at four times. (a–d)

show the heating rate simulated using CIMI. (e–h) show the model heating function specified in

Krall et al. (2020), applied along each entire field line. SAMI3 simulations using these heating

rates will be presented below.
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3 SAMI3 modeling of the ionosphere and plasmasphere112

The SAMI3 code was used to simulate the effect of ring current heating, via Coulomb113

collisions, of plasmasphere and ionosphere electrons. To test the hypothesis (Chappell,114

1982; Horwitz et al., 1986; Roberts et al., 1987; R. H. Comfort et al., 1985) that ring cur-115

rent heating could generate the observed O+ shell, Krall et al. (2020) added a simple model116

ring current heating function to SAMI3. This heating model, a function only of the Dst117

index, was constructed such that the SAMI3 heating rate, when plotted in the equato-118

rial plane, generally mimiced the field-line-averaged ring current energy loss rates com-119

puted by CIMI (see Figure 1 of Krall et al., 2020).120

In Krall et al. (2020), the ring current heating function is incorrectly described as121

being “nonzero only above altitude 1.7 RE .” In fact, the heating was applied along the122

entire field line as shown in Figure 2(e–h). This, in part, prompted the present exam-123

ination of the direct effect of the energy transferred from energetic ring current ions to124

the ionosphere via Coulomb collisions.125

In this study we compare the ring current heating function of Krall et al. (2020)126

to the three-dimensional (3D) CIMI output and examine the effect of this heating on the127

ionosphere. We begin with Figure 1, a comparison of field-line-integrated heating from128

CIMI (panels a–c) to the field-line-integrated output from the model heating function129

(panels d–f). They are in reasonable quantitative agreement, with the CIMI heating be-130

ing somewhat stronger than the model heating before the peak of the storm, and the model131

heating somewhat stronger after the peak of the storm. We next interpolated the 3D CIMI132

heating result, which was provided in magnetic coordinates, onto the SAMI3 grid. Be-133

cause the SAMI3 grid is arranged with one dimension along the magnetic field (the other134

two dimensions are the field line index and the longitude), interpolation from CIMI to135

SAMI3 in magnetic coordinates was straightforward.136

A comparison between the CIMI heating and the Dst-driven heating function is137

shown in Figure 2 for a fixed longitude (this same longitude will be used below to com-138

pare SAMI3 results to Millstone Hill observatory observations). The two are quite sim-139

ilar, except for panels (b) and (f), which are at the same time as Figure 1 (b, e).140

3.1 Direct heating of the ionosphere141

Because CIMI-simulated ring current energy loss via Coulomb collisions with cold142

electrons occurs at all heights, it is reasonable to consider the effect, if any, of the direct143

heating of the ionosphere by ring current ions. Figure 3 shows the electron and ion tem-144

peratures at a specific location, magnetic latitude 55◦, longitude 70◦W, and altitude 500145

km. Without heating (long dashed lines) a typical diurnal pattern is evident, with tem-146

peratures falling at night. With heating (all other curves), the diurnal pattern is affected147

because ring current heating is often strongest between late afternoon and midnight. Fol-148

lowing the peak of the storm, at the beginning of day 281, the diurnal pattern is reversed,149

with a temperature maximum in the heated cases and a temperature minimum in the150

No Heat case.151

Both the electron and ion temperatures increase during the storm, consistent with152

observations. For example, measurements at Millstone Hill (magnetic latitude 54◦N, lon-153

gitude 71.5◦W) by Pavlov and Buonsanto (1997, Fig. 6) and Liu et al. (2016, Fig. 7) show154

stormtime electron and ion temperature increases similar to those of Figure 3.155

The heated cases, including the Indirect Heat case (dashed line), are all quite sim-156

ilar. This shows that simulated stormtime ionosphere temperature increases can be ac-157

counted for by heat conduction alone, without the direct heating effect that is present158

at all times in the Direct Heat case (solid line) and during the peak of the storm in the159

CIMI Heat case (dotted line). The Direct Heat case differs notably from the other cases160
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Figure 3. SAMI3 output showing (a) electron temperature and (b) O+ ion temperature

for four cases: (solid curves) heating applied along entire field line as in Figure 2(e–h), (dashed

curves) heating applied as in Figure 2(e–h), but only above altitude z > RE/2, (dotted curves)

CIMI heating as in Figure 2(a–d), and (long-dashed curves) no heating.
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at the beginning of the simulation, early in day 279. At this time the Direct Heat case161

(solid line) has already obtained temperatures much higher than in the No Heat case (long-162

dashed line). In the Te curves, this is repeated during the second diurnal minimum. Again,163

Te in the Direct Heat case is elevated relative to the other three curves. Relative to the164

other curves, the Indirect Heat curve in Figure 3 is in closest agreement with the CIMI165

Heat curve. This suggests that the Dst-driven heating function in the Indirect Heat case166

is an improvement over that used in the Direct Heat case and in Krall et al. (2020).167

3.2 Formation of the O+ shell168

Figure 4 shows the O+ shell in the equatorial plane at selected times for the Di-169

rect Heat case (a–c), the Indirect Heat case (d–f), and the CIMI Heat case (g–i). In each170

panel, a single contour line indicates plasmasphere electron density ne = 100 cm−3. Fig-171

ure 4(a–c), the Direct Heat case (see also Figure 1 d–f), has heating applied along the172

entire field line as shown in Figure 2(e–h). The panels in the center row, Figure 4(d–f),173

show the result for the Indirect Heat case, with heating limited to altitudes z > RE/2,174

well above the topside ionosphere. The very close agrement between the top two rows175

of Figure 4 suggests that the direct heating of the ionosphere by ring current ions has176

little effect on the resulting O+ outflow. In the simulation using the CIMI heating rate177

interpolated onto the SAMI3 grid, Figure 4(g–i), we find results similar to the other cases178

in panels (g, h) and a stronger O+ shell later in the simulation (panel i). Consistent with179

the heating shown in Figure 2, the O+ shell in the CIMI Heat case has more structure180

than is seen in the other cases.181

Because much of the data on the observed O+ shell comes from DE:RIMS (Dynam-182

ics Explorer: Retarding Ion Mass Spectrometer) profiles of ion composition versus ra-183

dius (Chappell, 1982; Horwitz et al., 1984, 1986, 1990; Roberts et al., 1987; Fraser et al.,184

2005) or from measured electron and mass density profiles (Fraser et al., 2005; Grew et185

al., 2007; Takahashi et al., 2008; Nosé et al., 2011, 2015, 2018), we show corresponding186

SAMI3 profiles in Figure 5 for the case with CIMI-computed heating interpolated into187

the SAMI3 simulation. The profiles of Figure 5 can be directly compared to profiles at188

these same times and locations shown in Krall et al. (2020, Fig. 5) for a simulation us-189

ing the model heating function of Figure 1(d–f) and Figure 2(e–h). The most notable190

difference relative to previous results is in the first column (Figure 5a,d,g), when the O+
191

radial profile has not yet distinguished itself from the H+ profile. Early in the storm, the192

O+ and N+ outflows appear to be simply adding mass to a typical plasmasphere pro-193

file. In other words, the model O+ density evolves from a plasmasphere-like structure194

to a shell-like structure. The degree to which this model result is present in observational195

data is not yet known.196

In the second and third columns of Figure 5 we see the usual result: the average197

mass jumps at the plasmapause, correctly indicating a significant O+ component out-198

side the plasmapause even as the bulk of the O+ shell is located inside the plasmapause.199

4 Discussion200

These SAMI3 results show that, while direct heating of the ionosphere is implied201

by CIMI simulations of ring current energy losses, the direct heating of the ionosphere202

by the ring current is not required to account for either the elevated ionosphere temper-203

ature during a storm or the O+ outflow that generates the O+ shell. However, many de-204

tails of this process will need to wait until we have developed an improved coupling of205

the SAMI3 and CIMI models.206

–8–
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Figure 4. SAMI3 output showing log10nO+ for (a–c) heating applied along the entire field

line (Direct Heat), (d–f) heating applied only above altitude z > RE/2 (Indirect Heat), and (g–i)

CIMI-computed heating interpolated into the SAMI3 simulation (CIMI Heat). Each column is at

the same time as the corresponding column in Figure 1.
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Figure 5. Radial profiles in the magnetic equatorial plane for the CIMI Heat case. Shown are

(a–c) electron number density ne (solid line) and ion mass density ρ (dashed line), (d–f) number

density for H+, He+, N+ and O+ and (g–i) average mass density M (horizontal dashed lines indi-

cate the H+, He+, and O+ masses). Plots can be directly compared to those of Krall et al. (2020,

Fig. 5), where the model heating function of Figure 1(d–f) and Figure 2(e–h), was used.
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4.1 Direct heating of the ionosphere207

As shown in Figure 3, ring current heating affects the ionosphere temperature in208

all cases where such heating was included. Early in day 281, the ususal nighttime tem-209

perature minimum is notably reversed. However, the general agreement among the three210

heated cases shows that electron heat conduction plays a central role in these temper-211

ature effects. These results are consistent with Liemohn et al. (2000), who used single-212

field line modeling to show that ring current heating could account for elevated storm-213

time ionosphere temperatures at Millstone Hill.214

In one instance, the Direct Heat case deviates signficantly from the other heated215

cases. This occurs early in day 279, over 24 hours before the first peak of the storm, and216

is evident in both panels of Figure 3. Here, the Indirect Heat, CIMI Heat, and No Heat217

cases all agree on the nighttime temperature minimum (about 1000 K for both electrons218

and ions) while the Direct Heat case shows elevated temperatures. These few hours of219

the Direct Heat simulation contain the only clear signature of the direct heating of the220

ionosphere and are, we suggest, not correct. For this reason, we find that the Dst-driven221

heating function in the Indirect Heat case is an improvement over that used in Krall et222

al. (2020). The CIMI simulation shows that direct heating of the ionosphere occcurs only223

during the peak of the storm, after heat conduction has already elevated the ionosphere224

electron temperature relative to the No Heat case.225

4.2 Ionosphere/magnetosphere coupling226

Relative to the SAMI3 simulation, where a Volland-Stern-Manyard/Chen magne-227

tospheric potential (Volland, 1973; Stern, 1975; Maynard & Chen, 1975; Reinisch et al.,228

2009) was used, the CIMI simulation in Figure 1 shows a more strongly eroded plasma-229

sphere (in both cases, the plasmasphere is indicated by a single coutour line at ne = 100230

cm−3). This illustrates the challenge of coupling simulation codes. In this instance, for231

example, SAMI3 lacks the CIMI magnetosphere potential while CIMI lacks the wind-232

driven dynamo that has been shown to affect the shape of the plasmasphere (Krall et233

al., 2014). The mismatch between the CIMI and SAMI3 magnetospheres might be af-234

fecting the position of the heating (the energy lost by the ring current to the CIMI plas-235

masphere) relative to the SAMI3 plasmapause. In our previous study, however, we found236

that results were not sensitive to the position of the plasmapause.237

As a further check on our results, we note that SAMI3 uses the apex coordinate238

model (Richmond, 1995) for the geomagnetic field while CIMI uses an aligned dipole (low239

altitude) plus the Tsyganenko and Sitnov (2005) model (higher altitudes). Because the240

CIMI outputs the heating as a function of longitude, magnetic local time, and magnetic241

field, the differing field models affect the interpolation of CIMI output into SAMI3. The242

significance of this was tested by repeating the interpolation using a dipole model in SAMI3.243

Again, the results were not sensitive to model specifics. Nevertheless, until an improved244

SAMI3/CIMI simulation is shown to agree with measurements of the O+ shell for a spe-245

cific event, many of these results must be considered provisional.246

4.3 Nitrogen ions247

As can be seen in Figure 5, simulated N+ and O+ ion populations behave similarly,248

with an N+/O+ density ratio of a few percent. The similarity of O+ and N+ dynamics249

in these simulations was further examined in a recent study (Krall & Huba, 2021, Fig.250

5), where O+ and N+ field-aligned outflow velocities were found to be nearly identical.251

The agreement between these results and DE:RIMS measurements of N+ in the O+ shell252

(Chappell et al., 1982; Roberts et al., 1987) is signficant because the nN+/nO+ ratio is253

an indicator of the energization mechanism that drives O+ and N+ outflows (Ilie & Liemohn,254

2016). For example, Hoffman et al. (1974) finds that stormtime nN+/nO+ often exceeds255

–11–
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unity, but only at high latitudes (above 55◦), where a variety of ion energization mech-256

anisms can occur (Lin et al., 2020). The present qualitative agreement between these257

simulations and data supports the hypothesis that a relatively simple thermal heating258

mechanism produces both of these populations that make up the ‘heavy ion’ (Roberts259

et al., 1987; Fraser et al., 2005) shell.260

5 Conclusion261

This work further examines the hypothesis that Coulomb heating of plasmasphere262

electrons generates the cold stormtime O+ population in the inner magnetosphere known263

as the O+ torus or O+ shell. The consistent N+/O+ density ratio of 0.05-0.2 in both the264

simulated outflow and in the DE:RIMS observations suggests that we have identified the265

correct type of energization process. Other ion energization processes, such as wave-particle266

interactions in polar regions, often generate much larger values of nN+/nO+ . If the nN+/nO+267

ratio was better understood, and more commonly measured, it could aid in the identi-268

fication of the energization process for any given observed O+ or N+ outflow (Ilie & Liemohn,269

2016).270

CIMI simulations show that ring current heating of ionosphere and plasmasphere271

electrons occurs at altitudes as low as 100 km. SAMI3 simulations show that, while en-272

ergy is deposited along the entirety of a field line in many instances, affecting both the273

ionosphere and plasmasphere, the direct heating of the ionosphere by the ring current274

has only a minor impact on elevated stormtime ionosphere electron and ion temperatures,275

subsequent cold O+ outflows, and the resulting O+ shell. Direct heating of the ionosphere276

occurs only during the peaks of the storm, after the ionosphere electron temperature has277

already been elevated via electron heat conduction.278

The present study further supports the hypothesis that the O+ shell is a result of279

direct thermal outflow from the ionosphere to the inner magnetosphere. These results280

are consistent with the DE:RIMS analysis of Horwitz et al. (1986), where ‘ring current281

coupling’ is suggested as ‘the most plausible explanation’ for elevated electron temper-282

atures observed in the outer plasmasphere, and Horwitz et al. (1990), where elevated O+
283

density is found to correlate with elevated Te rather than with the relative O+ density284

in the underlying ionosphere. However, improved coupling of the SAMI3 and CIMI mod-285

els will be needed to reasonably verify these results. Specifically, we look forward to when286

we are able to directly compare results from a coupled SAMI3/CIMI model to further287

observations of these populations in the inner magnetosphere for one or more specific288

events.289
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